Your Gazelle deserves a

If you buy your bike from a recognised

YOUR GAZELLE DEALER STANDS

Gazelle dealer, you will be assured

FOR SERVICE:

of expert advice and service.

• Personal advice in choosing the

Our dealers will help you find your
ideal frame size as well as handlebar
and saddle adjustments, so you can

right model

Urban and
Trekking bikes

• Accurate matching of the bike to
your seating position
• 10-year warranty on your
Gazelle frame
• Expert maintenance
• Latest software updates
(for electric bikes)
• Sales and fitting of original Gazelle
accessories

gazellebikes.com
Please visit our website if you would like further information: www.gazellebikes.com
Specifications, texts and illustrations subject to change periodically – printing and typesetting
errors excepted. Published by and copyright®: Koninklijke Gazelle N.V., Dieren, the Netherlands.

MAKES YOU FEEL LIKE CYCLING!

ride off on your new Gazelle!
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GAZELLE MAKES YOU
FEEL LIKE CYCLING!
Enjoy the open air, feel the wind in your hair and clear your head:
cycling re-energizes you. As long ago as 1892 Gazelle was already
making the finest quality bicycles giving the smoothest
and most comfortable ride possible. This is how Gazelle
makes you feel like cycling every day!
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A number of different icons appear in this brochure, see explanation below.

kg

lbs

This bicycle is extremely lightweight, with a weight reduction up to 20%.
These stars indicate the level of luxury with our urban bikes, lifestyle bikes, trekking bikes and sportive trekking bikes.

Visit gazellebikes.com for more information
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GAZELLE

MAKES YOU FEEL LIKE CYCLING!

GAZELLE MAKES YOU FEEL LIKE

CYCLING!
Every Gazelle makes you feel like

cycling due to its perfect combination
of a smooth ride, clever design and
robust quality. Experience this perfect
trinity for yourself by having a test ride
at one of our dealers!

Smooth riding

Robust quality

Whether in town or indeed on longer cycle rides,
a smooth ride makes every trip more comfortable.
That is why Gazelle makes ever lighter bikes, not
only in terms of weight, but also the riding
experience, by using lightweight components
and clever innovations. As a result our bikes are
10% lighter than comparable models of
other brands!

Gazelle offers up to 10 years warranty on all frames
and non-suspension front forks, for continued worry-
free cycling. It is 5 years warranty on suspension
front forks and 2 years on other components.
The paint on a Gazelle is indestructible, rock-hard
and scratch-resistant in every colour. For your
safety many of our bikes have automatic lighting
and a quality lock. All frames and components
are c omprehensively tested in our test lab.
The durability of a Gazelle bike pays for itself in
lower maintenance costs and a high trade-in value.

Clever design
Gazelle surprises with a wide range of models,
with various price levels and colours, but
convinces through design and styling. With our
clever ideas such as attractive built-in lighting, our
bikes regularly win awards. You will find these
award-winning innovations on many of our models.
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GAZELLE

OVER 120 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

Optimum comfort

THAT’S WHY IT MUST BE A

GAZELLE!

Gazelle already has over 120 years of
bicycle know-how and has produced
well over 14 million bikes in that
period! We are continuously
developing clever innovations that
contribute towards your day-to-day
cycling pleasure.

Comfort-enhancing extras
You will enjoy optimum
seating comfort and cycling
pleasure thanks to the unique
Gazelle ‘65° geometry’. Other
comfort-enhancing extras you
will find in our entire collection
include ergonomic saddles, the
suspension front fork and a
handlebar stem that can be
adjusted without tools.

Flowline chain case:
Minimal maintenance, maximum comfort
The fully enclosed lightweight Flowline chain
case on the Orange and Chamonix models is not
only pleasing to the eye, but its automatic chain
tensioner means it also requires very little
maintenance. Not available on bicycles with
coaster brakes.

1892

OVER 120 YEARS
OF EXPERIENCE

Willem Kölling
starts his own
cycle business
in Dieren
(the Netherlands)

1959
Gazelle patents
the first 3-speed
gear system with a
twist-grip shifter

1995
Introduction of
the suspension
front fork by
Gazelle

1996
Gazelle Shuttle:
first continuously
adjustable
handlebar stem

2002
Gazelle Seat-Switch:
saddle adjustment
without tools

2004
LED lighting with
hub dynamo:
safer and easier

2007
Gazelle Orange
Innergy: an
electric bike with a
removable battery

2013

2014

Bicycle Innovation
Award for Cleanbar:
cables concealed
in electric bike
handlebar stem

CHOOSE YOUR BIKE!
Because no two people and hence no two
cyclists are the same, Gazelle carries a wide
range that is structured according to use and
associated seating position: from relaxed
upright in town to leaning slightly forward
for recreational bike rides.

A

B

C

Everyday use
For short, day-to-day trips, you will be most
comfortable riding in a relaxed upright seating
position (A). You will adopt this seating position
for instance on our lifestyle urban bikes.
Commuting or bike rides
If you use the bike intensively to go to work or
for somewhat longer bike rides, then it is better
to sit leaning slightly forward (B). This will make
you go faster, with greater manoeuvrability and

offer less wind resistance. This is the seating
position you will adopt for instance on many
of our electric bikes or the low-maintenance
all-round bikes.
Sporty rides
If you are more of a sporty cyclist and like going
out for hours on bike rides, then a Gazelle
touring bike would probably suit you best.
The seating position consists of leaning forward
a little more (C), with a derailleur providing even

smoother and easier gear changes. You will find
this seating position on our electric and touring
bikes.
Gazelle helps you choose!
Do you need help in choosing your bike?
At gazellebikes.com you can easily follow our
bicycle selector step by step and you will soon
end up with the model that suits your wishes!
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GAZELLE

PRODUCT RANGE

A CLEAR RANGE

Esprit: robust and no-nonsense
Light in weight yet sturdy thanks to a robust
aluminium frame; that is the strength of the
Gazelle Esprit. Thanks to its enclosed chain case
and puncture-protected tyres being left standing
with a ‘breakdown’ is virtually out of the question,
which in turn means minimal maintenance. You
can choose the Esprit with the options and
number of gears (up to 7-speed) that suits you
best from a number of available configurations.

Gazelle develops and makes different
bikes for every need, from trusty 
day-to-day transport to a sporty
means of getting away from it all.
Either way, our reliable quality is your
guarantee of years of cycling
pleasure. So you can find your way
around our extensive range, the
model series have recognisable
names that stand for a number of
characteristic features.

Comfort, Trekking and
Sports Trekking
From now on you will find an addition after every
Gazelle model name that tells you something
about the configuration of the bike. Accordingly,
we designate our models with an enclosed,
maintenance-free chain case and internal hub
gears ‘Comfort’, denoted by the letter C. Our
‘Trekking’ bikes, abbreviated to the letter T, boast
a chain guard and a derailleur with many more
speeds. Then we have our ‘Sports Trekking’ models,
identified by the letter S. These bikes feature a
derailleur as well, but they are assembled with
extra-light components for sports use.

THE FRAME AS THE
STARTING POINT
The frame is what determines the seating
posture of every Gazelle as well as how it rides.
Each bike has its own design and its own
characteristics. Gazelle-dealers will be
happy to help you find your ideal bike.

Type of gears and number of
speeds at a glance
Orange: practical and comfortable
We have been appealing to a wide audience for
many years with our Orange models. This best-
selling bike owes its popularity to its comfortable
upright seating posture, the wide range of
adjustments and the frame’s practical low
standover. This makes every Gazelle Orange
eminently suitable for day-to-day trips, whether
you are carrying an added weight of a child, your
groceries or going for a long ride in the weekend.

Chamonix: modern and sporty
Anyone who likes going on long bike rides, will find
a pleasant travelling companion in the Chamonix.
Its stiff aluminium frame gives gives it a sporty road

behaviour, stability and optimum handling. Due to
its low weight, all Chamonix models require little
effort to ride. Adjustable components such as the
handlebar and saddle enable you to match riding
comfort precisely to your preferences so you will
have no trouble going virtually any d
 istance.

Paris: elegant and all-round
Are you looking for a nice bike you can rely on at
any time, but one you don’t need to look after? If
so the Gazelle Paris is the practical all-rounder you
don’t mind being seen on, thanks to its elegant
design. The Paris models include features such as
a maintenance-free enclosed chain case, roller
brakes and a comfortable saddle.

In order to make it easier for your, we have placed
the letter C, T or S after the model name with a
number added. This stands for the number of
speeds. Accordingly, the Orange C8 is a Comfort
model with an 8-speed internal gear hub. The
gears and speeds indication may be followed by
a plus sign (+) if it is a model with additional
luxury fittings (such as additional suspension or
a special hub).
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CITY COMFORT

A CONSCIOUS CHOICE
With an all-round urban or trekking bike you
will be opting for a versatile means of
transport, whether you are doing day-to-day
shopping, commuting to and from work or
going on a weekend jaunt. Cycling is kind
to the environment and good for your
health too.

Orange
Stylish and comfortable, but above all practical,
thanks to its extra-low standover.

Ultimate - City Comfort
With the comfortable Gazelle Ultimate urban
bikes you will derive maximum enjoyment
from every trip. Whether you are cycling to
work or going on a trip out of town, you will
always be sitting comfortably thanks to the
high-grade lightweight aluminium frame.

Paris
Elegant looks combined with a robust nature and
complete equipment.

Chamonix
Sporty and highly manoeuvrable thanks to its light
weight and stiff aluminium frame.

ULTIMATE C3
City Comfort
• This bike requires very little maintenance thanks to the sturdy enclosed Delgado chain case.
•O
 ptimum and easy shifting with the Shimano Alfine 11 speed, Shimano’s best internal gear hub.
• L eather handlebar grips and the Selle Royal Look-in saddle accentuate the comfortable posture.
• This bike features high-quality lighting thanks to the integrated high-quality front light.
• This lightweight Gazelle Ultimate City Comfort bike weighs just 16.9 kg or 37.2 lbs!

Esprit
The essence of quality: strong with everything
you need on it.

SPECIFICATIONS
11 speed Shimano Alfine gears with hydraulic
Magura brakes and Shimano hub dynamo
KG 16.9
LBS 37.2
COLOUR panther black / passo doble
LADIES 49 | 53 | 57 cm / 19.2 | 20.8 | 22.4 inch
MEN 53 | 57 | 61 cm / 20.8 | 22.4 | 24.0 inch

Would you like more information about this bike? Have a look at gazellebikes.com
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U LT I M AT E

CITY COMFORT

ULTIMATE C2

ULTIMATE C1

City Comfort

City Comfort

• This bike requires very little maintenance thanks to the sturdy enclosed Agudo chain case.
• Smooth shifting with the Shimano Nexus 8 Premium hub.
• Leather handlebar grips and the Selle Royal Look-in saddle accentuate the comfortable posture.
• This bike features high-quality lighting thanks to the integrated high-quality front light.

• This bike requires very little maintenance thanks to the sturdy enclosed Agudo chain case.
• S mooth shifting with the Shimano Nexus 8 Premium hub.
• S pecial handlebar grips and the Selle Royal Herz saddle accentuate the comfortable posture.
• The Busch & Müller Lumotec Senso Plus front light provides the bike with a strong bright light beam.
• This lightweight Gazelle Ultimate City Comfort bike weighs just 16.9 kg or 37.2 lbs!

SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

8 speed Shimano Nexus Premium gears with hydraulic
Magura brakes and Shimano hub dynamo

8 speed Shimano Nexus Premium gears with hydraulic
Magura brakes and Shimano hub dynamo

KG 17.2

KG 16.9

LBS 37.9

LBS 37.2

COLOUR aluminum grey / shadow blue

COLOUR royal red / magic black

LADIES 49 | 53 | 57 | 61 cm / 19.2 | 20.8 | 22.4 | 24.0 inch

LADIES 49 | 53 | 57 | 61 cm / 19.2 | 20.8 | 22.4 | 24.0 inch

MEN 53 | 57 | 61 | 65 cm / 20.8 | 22.4 | 24.0 | 25.5 inch

MEN 53 | 57 | 61 | 65 / 20.8 | 22.4 | 24.0 | 25.5 inch

Would you like more information about this bike? Have a look at gazellebikes.com

Would you like more information about this bike? Have a look at gazellebikes.com
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URBAN BIKES

GAZELLE

CHAMONIX C8

CHAMONIX C7

• The front fork suspension in the Chamonix C models ensures comfort while cycling.

•T
 he front fork suspension in the Chamonix C models ensures comfort while cycling.

• A smooth and easy ride thanks to low weight and the Premium Shimano internal hub gears.

•Y
 our seating position is easily adjusted with the adjustable saddle, handlebar and hand grips.

• This bike is very low-maintenance due to its enclosed Flowline chain case.

•T
 his bike is very low-maintenance due to its enclosed Flowline chain case.

• A reliable hub dynamo in the front wheel means the lighting will always work properly.

•A
 reliable hub dynamo in the front wheel means the lighting will always work properly.

Fully-featured light sports bike

All-rounder in a sports design

Especially designed double
pannier Sport Design for
recreational use (add on).

SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

8 speed Shimano Nexus Premium with roller brakes KG: 18.2 LBS: 40.1 COLOUR: platinum grey mat / desert titanium grey mat or tulip black mat / white grey mat
LADIES: 49 | 53 | 57 | 61 cm / 19.2 | 20.8 | 24.0 inch COLOUR: platinum grey mat / desert titanium grey mat MEN: 49 | 53 | 57 | 61 | 65 cm / 19.2 | 20.8 | 22.4 | 24.0 | 25.5 inch

7 speed Shimano Nexus with roller brakes KG: 18.9 LBS: 41.6 COLOUR: premium white / pure grey or pale blue mat
LADIES: 49 | 53 | 57 | 61 cm / 19.2 | 20.8 | 22.4 | 24.0 inch COLOUR: premium white / pure grey MEN: 53 | 57 | 61 | 65 cm / 20.8 | 22.4 | 24.0 | 25.5 inch

18.9 41.6

18.2 40.1

lbs

lbs

Would you like more information about this bike? Have a look at gazellebikes.com

Would you like more information about this bike? Have a look at gazellebikes.com
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URBAN BIKES

GAZELLE

ORANGE C8

ORANGE C7+

•T
 he special shape of the frame ensures the optimum posture for comfortable cycling.

•T
 he special shape of the frame ensures the optimum posture for comfortable cycling.

•Y
 ou can hop on and off with ease thanks to the low standover (ladies frame) with ample space.

•V
 ery well equipped with a suspension front fork and seat post with 7 speed Shimano Nexus gears.

•T
 he high-end Shimano Nexus 8 internal hub gears gives you the assurance of trouble-free and

•A
 reliable hub dynamo in the front wheel means the lighting will always work properly.

smooth shifts.
•T
 he unique front light is less vulnerable because it is integrated into the mudguard.

•T
 his bike is very low-maintenance due to its enclosed Flowline chain case.

Comfortable luxury urban bike

Fully-featured best-seller

Double pannier with unique
‘Orange C8’ styling especially
designed for Gazelle (add on).

SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

8 speed Shimano Nexus with roller brakes KG: 19.8 LBS: 43.6 COLOUR: eclipse black / grace silver or pastel turqouise
LADIES: 49 | 53 | 57 | 61 cm / 19.2 | 20.8 | 22.4 | 24.0 inch COLOUR: eclipse black / grace silver MEN: 53 | 57 | 61 | 65 cm / 20.8 | 22.4 | 24.0 | 25.5 inch

7 speed Shimano Nexus with roller brakes KG: 19.3 LBS: 42.5 COLOUR: industry grey or black mat or premium white
LADIES: 49 | 53 | 57 | 61 cm / 19.2 | 20.8 | 22.4 | 24.0 inch COLOUR: industry grey or black mat MEN: 49 | 53 | 57 | 61 | 65 cm / 19.2 | 20.8 | 22.4 | 24.0 | 25.5 inch

Would you like more information about this bike? Have a look at gazellebikes.com

Would you like more information about this bike? Have a look at gazellebikes.com
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URBAN BIKES

GAZELLE

ORANGE C7

PARIS C7+

•T
 he special shape of the frame ensures the optimum posture for comfortable cycling.

•V
 ery well equipped with a suspension front fork and seat post with 7 speed Shimano Nexus gears.

•Y
 ou can hop on and off with ease thanks to the low standover with ample space.

•T
 his bike boasts low maintenance thanks to the enclosed chain case and roller brake system.

•T
 his bike is very low-maintenance due to its enclosed Flowline chain case.

•A
 reliable hub dynamo in the front wheel means the lighting will always work properly.

•Y
 our braking will be safe and progressive with the low-maintenance roller brake system.

•T
 he elegantly shaped frame provides this bike a stylish presence.

Low-maintenance comfort bike

Luxury all-rounder in an elegant design

Stylish Urban Fold double
pannier with unique
matching ‘Orange’ design
(add on).

SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

7 speed Shimano Nexus with roller brakes KG: 18.4 LBS: 40.5 COLOUR: bright aluminum
LADIES: 49 | 53 | 57 | 61 cm / 19.2 | 20.8 | 22.4 | 24.0 inch MEN: 53 | 57 | 61 cm / 20.8 | 22.4 | 24.0 inch

7 speed Shimano Nexus with roller brakes KG: 19.8 LBS: 43.6 COLOUR: water blue or royal silver mat or golden sand mat
LADIES: 49 | 53 | 57 | 61 cm / 19.2 | 20.8 | 22.4 | 24.0 inch COLOUR: water blue or royal silver mat MEN: 49 | 53 | 57 | 61 | 65 cm / 19.2 | 20.8 | 22.4 | 24.0 | 25.5 inch

18.4 40.5
lbs

Would you like more information about this bike? Have a look at gazellebikes.com

Would you like more information about this bike? Have a look at gazellebikes.com
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URBAN BIKES

GAZELLE

PARIS C7

ESPRIT C7 / ESPRIT C3

•W
 ith 7-speed gears and an elegant frame you will travel through town with ease and in style.

•T
 his bike boasts low maintenance thanks to the enclosed chain case and puncture-protected tyres.

•T
 his bike boasts low maintenance thanks to the enclosed chain case and roller brake system.

•T
 he 3 or 7-speed Shimano Nexus gears give you the assurance of trouble-free and smooth shifts.

•A
 reliable hub dynamo in the front wheel means the lighting will always work properly.

•T
 his bike provides a delightfully easy ride thanks to its lightweight aluminium frame and rear carrier.

•T
 his bike’s design is fresh and stylish.

•Y
 our seating position is easily adjusted with the adjustable saddle, handlebar and hand grips.

SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

7 speed Shimano Nexus with roller brakes KG: 18.7 LBS: 41.2 COLOUR: window grey / premium white
LADIES: 49 | 53 | 57 | 61 cm / 19.2 | 20.8 | 22.4 | 24.0 inch MEN: 53 | 57 | 61 | 65 cm / 20.8 | 22.4 | 24.0 | 25.5 inch

7 speed Shimano Nexus with roller brake rear, V-brake front and hub dynamo KG: 17.8 LBS: 39.4 COLOUR: desert titanium grey or royal silver / premium white
LADIES: 49 | 55 | 61 cm / 19.2 | 21.6 | 24.0 inch COLOUR: desert titanium grey or urban grey / premium white MEN: 49 | 55 | 61 cm / 19.2 | 21.6 | 24.0 inch

Fully-featured and elegant urban bike

Robust lightweight Gazelle

3 speed Shimano Nexus with roller brake rear, V-brake front and hub dynamo KG: 16.9 LBS: 37.2 COLOUR: desert titanium grey or royal silver / premium white
LADIES: 49 | 55 | 61 cm / 19.2 | 21.6 | 24.0 inch COLOUR: desert titanium grey or urban grey / premium white MEN: 49 | 55 | 61 cm / 19.2 | 21.6 | 24.0 inch

18.7 41.2

lbs

17. 8 16.9 39.4 37.2
lbs

Would you like more information about this bike? Have a look at gazellebikes.com

lbs

Would you like more information about this bike? Have a look at gazellebikes.com
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LIFESTYLE

LIFESTYLE BIKES
Across town in style
Design, configuration and
colour scheme are what gives
the Gazelle collection character.
A model will stand out thanks
to a unique combination of
components. With tough wide
tyres, a sleek design or a unique
carrier, you will have a practical
machine as well as cutting a
dash. Choose the Gazelle that
suits you and show who you are!

VAN STAEL

Lifestyle bikes
Gazelle drew its inspiration for this stylish retro bike from the in-house classic: the Tour de France bike.
Its tough steel frame combines nostalgia with modern styling.
•S
 teely style icon.
•A
 ssembled with the best components by Shimano and Brooks Cambium saddle and grips.
•R
 emarkably lightweight.
•C
 an be upgraded with a Gazelle front carrier, lighting and lock (add on).

Front carrier with
unique matching
‘Van Stael’ design
(add on).

SPECIFICATIONS
3 speed Shimano Nexus gears with rear coaster brake and front rim brake KG: 12.8 LBS: 28.2
COLOUR: sandstone LADIES: 49 | 54 cm / 19.2 | 21.2 inch MEN: 54 | 59 cm / 21.2 | 23.2 inch
7 speed Shimano Nexus gears with rear coaster brake and front rim brake KG: 13.6 LBS: 29.9
COLOUR: sandstone LADIES: 49 | 54 cm / 19.2 | 21.2 inch MEN: 54 | 59 cm / 21.2 | 23.2 inch

12.8 13.6 28.2 29.9
lbs

lbs

Would you like more information about this bike? Have a look at gazellebikes.com
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LIFESTYLE

GAZELLE

TOUR POPULAIR EXPORT

TOUR POPULAIR

Lifestyle bikes

Lifestyle bikes

• A robust steel frame, steel luggage carrier and stainless steel rims.

The model that marked the start of Gazelle’s history has proven its timelessness more than ever.
Get on the Tour Populair and you’ll know why.

• This bike will always remain stably upright thanks to its sturdy side kick stand.
• The comfortable Brooks leather saddle gives the bike a retro image.
• Maximum protection against theft thanks to the sturdy AXA security lock.

• Forget time and move ahead!

• This bike can be easily upgraded with a handy front carrier to take your luggage (add on).

• Tried and tested drum brake system.
• Delightfully relaxed posture.

SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

8 speed Shimano Nexus hub with roller brakes and hub dynamo KG: 22.6 LBS: 49.9
COLOUR: black LADIES: 51 | 57 cm / 20.1 | 22.4 inch MEN: 57 | 61 | 66 cm / 22.4 | 24 | 26.0 inch

3 speed SA gears with drum brakes KG: 22.6 LBS: 49.8
COLOUR: black LADIES: 57 cm / 22.4 inch MEN: 57 | 61 | 66 cm / 22.4 | 24.0 | 26.0 inch

Would you like more information about this bike? Have a look at gazellebikes.com

Would you like more information about this bike? Have a look at gazellebikes.com
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LIFESTYLE

GAZELLE

CLASSIC
Lifestyle bikes
The Classic, with its pronounced styling, offers you carefree cycling pleasure as you will enjoy a
delightfully relaxed ride on this robust low-maintenance bike.
• Choice of as many as 6 styling versions.
• Nice and low maintenance.
• Can be upgraded with a unique front carrier (add on).

SPECIFICATIONS
coaster brake KG: 18.9 LBS: 41.6 COLOUR: onyx purple mat or maltese blue mat or panther black or panther black mat or premium white or ivory white
LADIES: 51 | 57 cm / 20.1 | 22.4 inch
3 speed Shimano Nexus gears with coaster brake, front drum brake and hub dynamo KG: 20.9 LBS: 46.0
COLOUR: onyx purple mat or maltese blue mat or panther black or panther black mat or premium white or ivory white LADIES: 51 | 57 cm / 20.1 | 22.4 inch

18.9 41.6

lbs

Would you like more information about this bike? Have a look at gazellebikes.com

Would you like more information about this bike? Have a look at gazellebikes.com
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LIFESTYLE

GAZELLE

MISS GRACE
Lifestyle bikes
This delivery bike lives up to its name: Miss Grace. Feminine and tough at the same time, this model
boasting wide tyres is pleasantly light to steer. Miss Grace will tempt you with 4 different styling
versions and extra accessories, such as a lightweight rear carrier and a trendy bag.
• Comfortably wide handlebar and sprung saddle.
• Handy steering lock and twin-leg stand.
• Also available as an e-bike.

Lightweight rear
carrier in various
colours, unique
Gazelle design
(add on)!

Fashionable Flower
holdall bag that can
be attached to the
front or rear carrier
(add on).

SPECIFICATIONS
3 speed Shimano Nexus gears with roller brakes and hub dynamo (incl. basket) KG: 21.4 LBS: 47.3
COLOUR: black or premium white or sparkling pink or arctic blue LADIES: 49 | 54 | 59 cm / 19.3 | 21.3 | 23.2 inch
7 speed Shimano Nexus gears with roller brakes and hub dynamo (excl. basket) KG: 21.8 LBS: 48.2
COLOUR: black or premium white or sparkling pink or arctic blue LADIES: 49 | 54 | 59 cm / 19.3 | 21.3 | 23.2 inch
7 speed Shimano Nexus gears with coaster brake rear and roller brake front and hub dynamo (excl. basket)
KG: 21.8 LBS: 48.2 COLOUR: black LADIES: 49 | 54 | 59 cm / 19.3 | 21.3 | 23.2 inch

Would you like more information about this bike? Have a look at gazellebikes.com

Would you like more information about this bike? Have a look at gazellebikes.com
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GAZELLE

HEAVYDUTYNL
Lifestyle bikes
Despite its sturdy configuration this multifunctional delivery bike features nice and low pedal and
steering effort. This is thanks in particular to the wide tyres. The twin-leg stand, steering lock, front
carrier and rear carrier make the HeavyDutyNL the most complete delivery bike in the collection.
• A robust bike that is able to withstand the occasional minor bump.
• Progressive braking action thanks to low-maintenance roller brake system.
• Comfortably wide handlebar and sprung saddle.

SPECIFICATIONS
3 speed Shimano Nexus gears with roller brakes and hub dynamo KG: 22.8 LBS: 50.3 COLOUR: black or moon rock mat or port royal
LADIES: 49 | 54 | 59 cm / 19.3 | 21.3 | 23.3 inch COLOUR: black or just grey mat MEN: 54 | 59 cm / 21.3 | 23.3 inch
7 speed Shimano Nexus gears with roller brakes and hub dynamo KG: 23.4 LBS: 51.6 COLOUR: black or moon rock mat or port royal
LADIES: 49 | 54 | 59 cm / 19.3 | 21.3 | 23.3 inch COLOUR: black or just grey mat MEN: 54 | 59 cm / 21.3 | 23.3 inch

Would you like more information about this bike? Have a look at gazellebikes.com
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LIFESTYLE

GAZELLE

CITYZEN C7

CITYZEN S9

Lifestyle bikes

Lifestyle bikes

On the CityZen C7 you will move smoothly and quickly through city traffic. This manoeuvrable bike is
light in weight, but it feels robust at the same time.

With the CityZen S9 you will be riding the sportiest and fastest bike in the collection. This bike combines
minimalist design with high-end technology such as the Shimano Deore rear derailleur.

•M
 aximum sportiness in a minimalistic design.

•S
 ports urban bike with zip.

•L
 ow-maintenance Shimano Nexus gears and roller brakes.

•H
 ighly manoeuvrable thanks to low weight at just 12.1 kg or 26.6 lbs.

•C
 an be upgraded with lighting and lock (add on).

•C
 an be upgraded with lighting and lock (add on).

SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

7 speed Shimano Nexus gears with roller brakes KG: 14.7 LBS: 32.4
COLOUR: tulip black mat LADIES: 49 | 53 cm / 19.2 | 20.8 inch COLOUR: eclipse black mat MEN: 53 | 57 cm / 20.8 | 22.4 inch

9 speed Shimano Deore gears with roller brakes KG: 12.1 LBS: 26.6
COLOUR: onyx purple mat LADIES: 49 | 53 cm / 19.2 | 20.8 inch MEN: 53 | 57 cm / 20.8 | 22.4 inch

14.7 32.4

12.1 26.6

lbs

lbs

Would you like more information about this bike? Have a look at gazellebikes.com

Would you like more information about this bike? Have a look at gazellebikes.com
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TREKKING

TREKKING
Light weight, many gears and clever innovations
turn Gazelle’s trekking models into sporty mile-eaters
for everyday use or long-distance cycling holidays.
These smooth-riding bikes are at home on any
terrain. Their light weight means they are eminently
suitable to be carried with ease.
Ultimate - trekking
Sportiness and comfort go hand in hand with
Gazelle Ultimate Trekking bikes. This turns every
touring ride into a pleasant experience. With the

high-grade aluminium frame you will always enjoy
a prefect riding experience and a sporty seating
posture.
Orange (Arroyo)
Stylish and comfortable bikes with an extra-low
standover and fitted with high-grade components.

ULTIMATE T2
Trekking
• The lightweight aluminium frame gives you a comfortable seating posture.
• The Shimano Deore 30 speed offers the optimum choice in its number of gears.
• L eather handlebar grips and the Selle Royal Look-in saddle reinforce the comfortable posture.
• This bike features high-quality lighting thanks to the integrated Philips front light.

Chamonix (Torrente)
Sporty bikes with unrivalled manoeuvrability thanks
to their stiff lightweight aluminium frames.

SPECIFICATIONS
30 speed Shimano Deore gears with hydraulic Magura
brakes and Shimano hub dynamo
KG 16.4
LBS 36.1
COLOUR panther black / hot chocolate brown
LADIES 49 | 53 | 57 cm / 19.3 | 20.9 | 22.4 inch
MEN 53 | 57 | 61 cm / 20.9 | 22.4 | 24 inch

Would you like more information about this bike? Have a look at gazellebikes.com
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U LT I M AT E

TREKKING

ULTIMATE T1
Trekking

TORRENTE T27+

Luxury high-grade trekking bike
•D
 urable quality based on the use of high-grade components by Shimano and Schwalbe, among others.

• The lightweight aluminium frame gives you a comfortable seating posture.
• The Shimano Deore 27 speed offers a wide choice in its number of gears.
• Special handlebar grips and the Selle Royal Herz saddle accentuate the comfortable posture.
• The Busch & Müller front light provides a good light beam as well as having a daytime running light
function.

•T
 his is a lightweight bike which guarantees a sporty ride, thanks to its special frame geometry.
•T
 he bike provides a delightfully easy and comfortable ride owing to the special Suntour suspension

front fork.
•A
 reliable hub dynamo in the front wheel means lighting will always work correctly.

SPECIFICATIONS
27 speed Shimano Deore gears with hydraulic
Magura brakes and Shimano hub dynamo
KG 15.9

SPECIFICATIONS

LBS 35.0

27 speed Shimano Deore gears and Magura HS11 hydraulic brakes KG: 16.4 LBS: 36.1 COLOUR: grace silver / black primer mat
LADIES: 49 | 53 | 57 cm / 19.2 | 20.8 | 22.4 inch MEN: 53 | 57 | 61 cm / 20.8 | 22.4 | 24.0 inch

COLOUR meteor grey / platinum grey
LADIES 49 | 53 | 57 | 61 cm / 19.3 | 20.9 | 22.4 | 24 inch

16.4 36.1

MEN 49 | 53 | 57 | 61 | 65 cm / 19.3 | 20.9 | 22.4 | 24 | 25.6 inch

lbs

Would you like more information about this bike? Have a look at gazellebikes.com

Would you like more information about this bike? Have a look at gazellebikes.com
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TREKKING

GAZELLE

TORRENTE T27

ARROYO T27+

•D
 urable quality based on the use of high-grade components by Shimano and Schwalbe, among others.

•D
 urable quality based on the use of high-grade components by Shimano and Schwalbe, among others.

•T
 his is a lightweight bike which guarantees a sporty ride, thanks to its special frame geometry.

•T
 his is a comfortable trekking bicycle due to its special frame geometry.

•T
 he bike provides a delightfully easy and comfortable ride owing to the special Suntour suspension

•T
 he bike provides a delightfully easy and comfortable ride owing to the special suspension front fork.

front fork.
•A
 reliable hub dynamo in the front wheel means lighting will always work correctly.

•T
 he unique front light is less vulnerable because it is integrated into the mudguard.

SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

27 speed Shimano Deore/Alivio gears plus V-brakes KG: 16.6 LBS: 36.5 COLOUR: black stone
LADIES: 49 | 53 | 57 | 61 cm / 19.2 | 20.8 | 22.4 | 24.0 inch MEN: 53 | 57 | 61 | 65 cm / 20.8 | 22.4 | 24.0 | 25.5 inch

27 speed Shimano Deore gears with hydraulic brakes KG: 17.2 LBS: 37.9 COLOUR: romantic bronze / grace silver mat
LADIES: 49 | 53 | 57 cm / 19.2 | 20.8 | 22.4 inch MEN: 53 | 57 | 61 cm / 20.8 | 22.4 | 24.0 inch

Fully-featured high-grade trekking bike

16.6 36.5

Luxury comfortable trekking bike

•A
 lso fitted with a maintenance free hub dynamo to maximize visibility for you and to all other road users.

17. 2 37.9

lbs

lbs

Would you like more information about this bike? Have a look at gazellebikes.com

Would you like more information about this bike? Have a look at gazellebikes.com
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TREKKING

ARROYO T27

Sporty comfortable trekking bike
•D
 urable quality based on the use of high-grade components by Shimano and Schwalbe, among others.
•T
 his is a comfortable trekking bicycle due to its special frame geometry.
•T
 he bike provides a delightfully easy and comfortable ride owing to the special suspension front fork.
•T
 he unique front light is less vulnerable because it is integrated into the mudguard.

SPECIFICATIONS
27 speed shimano Deore/Alivio gears with V-brakes KG: 17.5 LBS: 38.5 COLOUR: white gold / night blue
LADIES: 49 | 53 | 57 cm / 19.2 | 20.8 | 22.4 inch COLOUR: night blue / white gold MEN: 53 | 57 | 61 cm / 20.8 | 22.4 | 24.0 inch

17. 5 38.5

lbs

Would you like more information about this bike? Have a look at gazellebikes.com
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SPORTIVE TREKKING

SPORTIVE TREKKING
Gazelle has created the ultimate trekking bike
based on the Chamonix model. With its high-grade
components, sleekly shaped aluminium frame
and carbon front fork, this bike takes the trekking
concept to a higher extra-sporty level.
Ultimate S1
The sportiest trekking bike is the Ultimate S1.
A lightweight carbon front fork means the weight
of this bike is just 14.8 kg or 32.6 lbs.

Chamonix S27
The top model in Gazelle’s urban and trekking
bike range offers everything the sports cyclist
could wish for.

ULTIMATE S1
Sportive Trekking
• The high-grade lightweight aluminium frame gives you a dynamic riding experience.
• The Shimano Deore 30 speed gears offer the optimum choice of gears.
• The sporty Trelock LS 330 front light gives the bike a perfect light beam.
• Weighing in at 14.8 kg or 32.6 lbs, this is the lightest Gazelle Ultimate trekking bike!

SPECIFICATIONS
30 speed Shimano Deore gears plus Magura
hydraulic brakes
WEIGHT 14.8 kg
LBS 32.6
COLOUR white grey / night blue
LADIES 49 | 53 | 57 cm / 19.2 | 20.8 | 22.4 inch
COLOUR night blue / ivory pearl white
MEN 53 | 57 | 61 cm / 20.8 | 22.4 | 24.0 inch

Would you like more information about this bike? Have a look at gazellebikes.com
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S P EC I F I C AT I O N S

GAZELLE

CHAMONIX S27

Very light and sporty bike

URBAN AND TREKKING BIKES
Ultimate City Comfort

•T
 he high-grade components and low weight give you a delightfully easy ride.

C3

C2

C1

•T
 he carbon front fork is light, absorbs vibration and assures you of top riding comfort.

Frame

7005-T6 double-butted aluminium, 
hand-made & hand-polished welds

7005-T6 double-butted aluminium,
hand-made & hand-polished welds

7005-T6 double-butted aluminium,
hand-made & sanded welds

Internal gear hub

Shimano Alfine 11 speed

Shimano Nexus 8 Premium

Shimano Nexus 8 Premium

Front hub

Shimano Sports Dynamo DH-2N72,
lightweight aluminium internals

Shimano DH-2N35 hub dynamo

Shimano DH-2N35 hub dynamo

Brake system

integrated Magura brakes, hydraulic

integrated Magura brakes, hydraulic

integrated Magura brakes, hydraulic

Front fork

internal headset, black anodised steerer

internal headset, black anodised steerer

internal headset, black anodised steerer

Seat post

Bracer Comp

Bracer Comp

Gazelle suspension

Front light

Integrated

Integrated

Busch & Müller LYT Lumotec Senso Plus

Rear light

integrated in carrier

integrated in carrier

integrated in carrier

Tyre

Continental

Continental

Continental

Weight

16.9 kg / 37.2 lbs

17.2 kg / 37.9 lbs

16.9 kg / 37.2 lbs

•T
 he bike has the stiff aluminium sports frame to thank for the pleasantly stable riding characteristics.
•T
 he 27 speed Shimano Deore gears guarantee sublime shifting performance.

Urban bikes
CHAMONIX C8

CHAMONIX C7

ORANGE C8

ORANGE C7+

ORANGE C7

Number of gear speeds +
group set

8 Shimano Nexus
Premium

7 Shimano Nexus

8 Shimano Nexus

7 Shimano Nexus

7 Shimano Nexus

Brake system

roller brakes

roller brakes

roller brakes

roller brakes

roller brakes

Adjustable handlebar
stem

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Suspension front fork

yes

yes

yes

yes

-

Suspension seat post

yes

yes

yes

yes

-

Integrated front light

-

-

yes

yes

-

Integrated rear light

yes

yes

yes

yes

-

Weight

18.2 kg / 40.1 lbs

18.9 kg / 41.6 lbs

19.8 kg / 43.6 lbs

19.3 kg / 42.5 lbs

18.4 kg / 40.5 lbs

PARIS C7+

PARIS C7

ESPRIT C7

ESPRIT C3

7 Shimano Nexus

7 Shimano Nexus

7 Shimano Nexus

3 Shimano Nexus
roller brake rear, V-brake
front

Luxury level

Luxury level
Number of gear speeds +
group set

Especially designed double
pannier Sport Design for
recreational use (add on).

SPECIFICATIONS
27 speed Shimano Deore with V-brakes KG: 14.4 LBS: 31.7 COLOUR: night black mat
LADIES: 49 | 53 | 57 cm / 19.2 | 20.8 | 22.4 inch MEN: 53 | 57 | 61 cm / 20.8 | 22.4 | 24.0 inch

14.4 31.7

lbs

Would you like more information about this bike? Have a look at gazellebikes.com

Brake system

roller brakes

roller brakes

roller brake rear, V-brake
front

Adjustable handlebar
stem

yes

yes

-

-

Suspension front fork

yes

-

-

-

Suspension seat post

yes

-

-

-

Integrated front light

yes

-

-

-

Integrated rear light

yes

yes

-

-

Weight

19.8 kg / 43.6 lbs

18.7 kg / 41.2 lbs

17.8 kg / 39.2 lbs

16.9 kg / 37.2 lbs
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S P EC I F I C AT I O N S

GAZELLE

Lifestyle bikes

Ultimate Sportive Trekking

VAN STAEL

TOUR POPULAIR EXPORT

TOUR POPULAIR

CLASSIC

Number of gear speeds +
group set

3 / 7 Shimano Nexus

8 Shimano Nexus

SA 3 / 3 Shimano Nexus /
7 Shimano Nexus

3 Shimano Nexus

Frame

7005-T6 double-butted aluminium, hand-made &
hand-polished welds

Brake system

coasterbrake rear,
rim brake front

roller brakes

drum brakes / coasterbrake
rear, roller brake front

coasterbrake rear,
drum brake front

Rear hub

Shimano Deore

Adjustable handlebar stem

-

-

-

-

Front hub

Shimano Deore

Front derailleur

Shimano Deore

Rear derailleur

Shimano Deore, 10-speed

Brake system

integrated Magura brakes, hydraulic

Front fork

carbon, fixed

Seat post

Bracer Comp

Front light

Trelock LS 330

Rear light

integrated in carrier

Tyre

Continental

Gewicht

14.8 kg / 32.6 lbs

Tyre size

28 mm

40 mm

40 mm

40 mm

Lighting

-

bottle dynamo

bottle dynamo

hub dynamo

Weight

12.8 kg / 28.2 lbs,
13.6 kg / 29.9 lbs

22.6 kg / 49.9 lbs

22.6 kg / 49.9 lbs

20.9 kg / 46.2 lbs

MISS GRACE

CITYZEN C7

CITYZEN S9

3 / 7 Shimano Nexus, 7 Shimano 3 / 7 Shimano Nexus
Nexus with roller brake front
and coasterbrake rear

7 Shimano Nexus

9 Shimano Deore

Brake system

roller brakes / roller brake front roller brakes
and coasterbrake rear

roller brakes

roller brakes

Adjustable handlebar stem

yes

-

-

Number of gear speeds +
group set

HEAVYDUTYNL

-

Tyre size

50 mm

50 mm

37 mm

35 mm

Lighting

hub dynamo

hub dynamo

-

-

Weight

21.4 kg / 47.3 lbs,
21.8 kg / 48.2 lbs

22.8 kg / 50.4 lbs,
23.4 kg / 51.7 lbs

14.7 kg / 32.4 lbs

12.1 kg / 26.6 lbs

S1

Trekking
TORRENTE T27+

TORRENTE T27

ARROYO T27+

ARROYO T27

Number of gear speeds +
group set

27 Shimano Deore

27 Shimano Deore/Alivio

27 Shimano Deore

27 Shimano Deore/Alivio

Brake system

Magura HS11 hydraulic brakes

V-brakes

Magura HS11 hydraulic brakes

V-brakes

Adjustable handlebar stem

yes

yes

yes

yes

Suspension front fork

yes

yes

yes

yes

Luxury level

Ultimate Trekking
T2

T1

Frame

7005-T6 double-butted aluminium, hand-made &
hand-polished welds

7005-T6 double-butted aluminium, hand-made &
sanded welds

Rear hub

Shimano Deore

Shimano Deore

Suspension seat post

-

-

yes

-

Front hub

Shimano DH-2N35 hub dynamo

Shimano DH-2N35 hub dynamo

Integrated front light

-

-

yes

yes

Front derailleur

Shimano Deore

Shimano Deore

Integrated rear light

-

-

-

-

Rear derailleur

Shimano Deore, 10 speed

Shimano Deore, 9 speed

Dynamo

hub dynamo

hub dynamo

hub dynamo

hub dynamo

Brake system

integrated Magura brakes, hydraulic

integrated Magura brakes, hydraulic

Weight

16.4 kg / 36.1 lbs

16.6 kg / 36.5 lbs

17.2 kg / 37.9 lbs

17.5 kg / 38.5 lbs

Front fork

internal headset, black anodised steerer

internal headset, black anodised steerer

Seat post

Bracer Comp

Gazelle suspension

Front light

Integrated

Busch & Müller LYT Lumotec Senso Plus

Rear light

integrated in carrier

integrated in carrier

Tyre

Continental

Continental

Luxury level

15.9 kg / 35.0 lbs

Number of gear speeds +
group set

27 Shimano Deore

Brake system

V-brakes

Adjustable handlebar stem

yes

Suspension front fork

-

Suspension seat post

-

Integrated front light

-

Integrated rear light

-

Dynamo

battery

Weight

14.4 kg / 31.7 lbs

Gewicht

16.4 kg / 36.1 lbs

Sportive trekking
CHAMONIX S27
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